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1. INTRODUCTION 

The modern experimental research in the domain of elementary particle physic3 
tends to deal with the production processes specified by progressively lowering 
effective cross sections. One of such processes is the production of narrow dibaryon 
resonances observed in elastic and inelastic hadron scattering channels at effective 
mass M = 1875-2300 MeV/c 2 characterized by the relative resolu
tion FWHMlM ~ 0.001 comparable to that provided by Ge(Li) detectors in the 
case of gamma-ray spectroscopy [1-2]. 

Recently, the dibaryon effective mass spectra have been successfully processed 
by means of CSAP code [3-4 ] developed initially for gamma-spectra analysis. The 
high identificationn sensitivity of this code allowed one to detect and process even 
the tiny spectral peaks missed by earlier data reduction techniques. 

The present paper contains some results of an analysis of the analogous rare event 
spectra from a purely statistical standpoint. 

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In the earlier data reduction methods the results of different experimental runs 
with rare event statistics have been routinely summed up to increase the final 
available statistics. However, the implicit assumption of the same systematical 
errors in experimental runs performed with different experimental setups (hy
drogen bubble chamber and electronic spectrometer with discrete particle tele
scopes) has not been tested in any direct comparative way. Another reason for 
individual treatment arises due to different input reaction channels, i.e., different 
combinations target+projectile. These and analogous considerations make us to 
assume that it is more realistic to treat the systematical errors as greatly differing 
in terms of the type of the experimental setup and input reaction channel used. 

This situation prevents the direct summation of the runs with rare events statistics 
and appeals to an analysis of all the available data on an individual run basis. 

Then the statement of problem can be formulated as follows. Let us consider 
K>2 experimental runs producing similar sets of data in the form of effictive mass 
spectra composed of a continuous background and superimposed peak structures 
due to, say, hypothetical dibaryon production states. 
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3. THE CASE OF SEVERAL NONSUMMABLE EXPERIMENTAL RUNS 

Here we proposed an algorithm for testing a hypothesis about the presence of a 
persistent peak in different nonsummable experimental spectra. 

Let us denote by nlt...,nK the numbers of hits in an isolated histogram cell; and 
by lv...,lK, ihe theoretically predicted numbers of hits, i.e., /(. = nt * pt, wherept 

is the probability to occupy the i-th histogram cell according to an available theore
tical distribution curve. In our case nt >/,- for the overwhelming majority of the 
numbers i in expected peak locations. 

The values of ni are known to be distributed according to the Poisson law with 
a mean value tr The Poisson distribution can be effectively approximated by a 
normal one, i.e. that with n л(/;, /,), where n(a, p1) stands fora normal distribu
tion specified by a mean value a and a variance p2. 

Due to the independence of experimental runs the joint probability distribution 
density will be described as 

, n (nf - /,) 2 (1) 
f0(nv...,nK) = £ exp[- 2 ]. 

(2ir)*'2 П v'T ' = ' ' 
i» 1 

An alternative hypothesis states that the "projected" mean values л. are some
what higher and equal tc i* , where /* >/ ; , thereby exact values /* are unknown. 
Then nt ~л(/Т,/Т ) and the joint probability density will be 

1 » (пгГ,)2 <2) 
A(" пю= Г ~ 2 е х Р ( - 1 rr h 

Vf* П y/l, i = 1 ' 
I = i 

According to the optimum Neyman-Pearson test [5 ] the decision rule is defined 
by the following inequality: 

/ I ( " I - - " K ) > C < 3 ) 

4 ( n i nK) 
On satisfying this inequality we accept a hypothesis about the presence of per

sistent peaks in experimental spectra. 
The value of the С is used to be chosen from the condition of the probability of 

the type 1 error not exceeding 1-5%. 
In our case the inequality (3) results in 

к (л, - Л)2 к (л, - Г) 2 (4) 
/ = l 2/, / = i •"/ 

that can be reduced to 



, V / ( 2 / 2 Г ) > С > 

where С 'and Care constants depending on С in <3). 
Here it is possible to take /? = (1 + a) * /,, i.e., to assume hypothetical syste

matical effects to exceed the background by (1 + a) times in each experimental 
run. Then the decision rule will be defined as 

к nj (6) 
x -}->c. 

4. THE CHOICE OF TEST CRITERION 

Now let us choose the test criterion С 

4.1 From the standpoint of theoretical statistics it is possible to take a confidence 
level equal to, say, 99%. This implies the probability of type 1 error to be 1 %. Then, 
the value of С can be computed from the condition that if our hypothesis about the 
presence of persistent peaks is false, и should be accepted with a probability of 1 %. 
Thus, the results of observations, n{,...,nK have a distribution density 
/0(/tj ,...,nK) and the probability of accepting our hypothesis is calculated as 

1 

(2*)' 

* ( « i - Ч ) 2 . . . . . . . < 7 ) 

exp[- 2 ' ' }dn....dnK = 0.01. 

I = ! 

This integral provides a value of С and, thus, a solution of the problem under 
study. 

4.2 The above solution is rigorous and complete from the standpoint of theoretical 
statistics, but it is inconvenient to be used in practice due to the very complicated 
form of the integral (7). Really, the applied statistics prefers to begin with computing 
the value of 

к п} <8) 
C = X — 

i - i li 

with the subsequent integration in relation (7). If the value of (7) is close to zero, 
e.g., being at a level of 0.01, then the hypothesis about the presence of persistent 
peaks will be accepted. 
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4.3 The integration in (7) is an involved operation requiring some sophisticated 
solving means. Therefore it is desirable to have a simpler testing procedure. 

Let us take 
я , - Ч ' * ( + '|- < 9 ) 

where Xj - n(0, 1), if our hypothesis is false. Then from (8> 

к ( ч 7 * jr. + /.) 2 к - (10) 
c = x ' ' t - = 1 (xf + 2ч'/,. . xf + I,) 

i = i ',• i = i 

so that for mathematical expectation E(C) and variance D(C) one obtains 
к (11) 

E(C) = К + J / ( , 
i = 1 

к , — к (12) 
Z)(C) = 2 /)(jcf + 2\//, * *,) = 2JC + 4 2 /,.. 

i = l i = 1 

The hypothesis about the presence of persistent peaks can be accepted, e.g., for 
C>E(C) + З ч Д(сГ <13) 
or 
C>E(C) + 4V'Z)(C), (14) 
i.e., on the basis of 3a- or 4u-rules even though the C-distribution is not normal 
(in reality, it is closer to x2-distribution). 

For example, there are realized К experimental runs with 
/, = ... = lK = I - 20 . Then E(C) = K + Kl-Kl and D(C) = IK + AKl - AKl, 
i.e., \ / Д С ) - 2 у Й . 

Let us recall that £(n) = D(n) = I and let us assume that in each run 
n = / + у \U, i.e., for у = 2 the result differs from mean value by about 2a, which 
is clearly insufficient t o _ accept the hypothesis. In this case 
С ~ Kl + 2Ky\' l_^_ E(C) + (y\'K) • \'D(C) and statistic С will deviate from mean 
value by (y * \K)a. For example, at у = 2 and К = A the final deviation will be 
4a and the hypothesis about the presence of persistent peaks must be accepted. 

Thus, this method acts as if to increase by \'K times the deviation observed in 
each experimental run. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The statistical analysis performed for the case of spectral rare events experiments 
with nonsummable total statistical demonstrates the confidence level of the persist
ent peak identification hypothesis to be proportional to \'K, where К is the number 
of individual experimental runs. 
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This testing criterion can be effective in application to the same spectral pattern 
produced from an elementary particle interacion with different reaction input 
channels or different experimental setup configurations. 

The cooperation of Drs. Yu.A.Troyan and V.N.Pechenov is gratefully acknow
ledged. 
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Илющенко В.И., Чернов Н.И. Е10-90-579 
Анализ спектральных данных 
с малой статистикой отсчетов 

Рассмотрен случай анализа спектральных данных, когда 
результаты отдельных экспериментов невозможно суммиро
вать из-за больших систематических ошибок. Статистиче
ский анализ гипотезы о наличии в спектрах значимых пиков 
выполнен с помощью критерия Неймана-Пирсока. Вычисления 
показывают, что доверительный уровень для гипотезы о на
личии в спектре систематического пика пропорционален 
корню квадратному из числа отдельных независимых экспе
риментов , К . 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 

Сообшение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1990 

tlyushchenko V.I., Chernov N.I. E10-90-579 
An Analysis of Spectral Data 
with Rare Events Statistics 

There is considered the case of analyzing experimen
tal data, when the results of individual experimental 
runs cannot be summed due to large systematical errors. 
A statistical analysis of the hypothesis about the per
sistent peaks in *:he spectra has been performed by means 
of the Neyman-Pearson test. The computations demonstra
te the confidence level for the hypothesis about the 
presence of a persistent peak in the spectrum is propor
tional to the square root of the number of independent 
experimental runs, K. 

The investigation has been performed at the Labora
tory of High Energies, JINR. 
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